Material Issues 5

Building an Ethical Society and Improving Resource Sustainability Together with

Customers and Business Partners
Approach to Material Issue
In the course of supplying a vast amount of products and services, Seven & i Holdings believes that the Group has an important role to play in
providing socially and environmental responsible products and services, thereby helping to build an ethical* society.
In every process from procuring raw materials for products to delivering products to customers, Seven & i Holdings believes that it must supply
valuable products that not only comply with laws and regulations, but also show consideration for society and the environment. Doing so will
contribute to improving the sustainability of resources, in addition to being crucial to enhancing the strengths of supply chains and ensuring business
continuity. Moreover, awareness of ethical consumption has been increasing among customers in recent years. Addressing this awareness will also
help to strengthen Seven & i Holdings' competitiveness. For these reasons, Seven & i Holdings will advance initiatives targeting the entire supply
chain, including business partners.
* The word "ethical," in addition to its conventional meaning, has been increasingly associated with environmental preservation and social contribution in recent years.

Background to Material Issue
Decline and Depletion of Fisheries Resources
Amid increasing consumption of seafood in recent years, activities such as overﬁshing and environmentally destructive resource usage have taken
place. As a result, sound marine resources have been steadily declining, while an increasing number of resources face the risk of extinction. Among
familiar seafood items in Japan, Paciﬁc Blueﬁn tuna and Japanese eel are endangered species in danger of extinction.

Heightened Interest in the Social and Environmental Impact of Supply Chains
Against the backdrop of a multitude of social issues around the world, an increasing number of consumers are seeking to purchase goods produced
through fair business practices. With this heightened awareness of ethical consumption, it has become crucial to build sustainable business models
across the entire supply chain.

Promotion System for Material Issue
The entire Group is working to address this material issue, with speciﬁc measures being examined and formulated by the following committees and
subcommittees. The Consumer Aﬀairs and Fair Business Practices Subcommittee, and its parent organization, the CSR Management Committee,
which is headed by the Senior Oﬃcer of the CSR Management Department of Seven & i Holdings, examines the themes of "Fair and impartial
business practices" and "Addressing the social and environmental impacts of the supply chain." The Environment Subcommittee addresses themes
related to product procurement and business partners, including the "Depletion of natural resources" and the "Loss of biodiversity."

Contribution to SDGs
By addressing this material issue, Seven & i Holdings will achieve sustainable food production and consumption patterns through the entire supply
chain, and will contribute to achieving Sustainable Development Goals 2, 4, 12 and 14.
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Seven & i Holdings' Initiatives

Strengthening the Business Partner Action Guidelines
We are strengthening the implementation of the Business Partner
Action Guidelines in order to provide customers with safe and
reliable products and to fulﬁll our societal responsibilities in
cooperation with our suppliers on matters such as human rights,
labor issues, and the environment.

Sustainable Forest Conservation Activities
We are conducting the Seven Forest project to contribute to the
prevention of global warming and conservation of biodiversity.
More

More

Sustainable Procurement of Raw Materials
We are working to implement the Basic Policy on Sustainable
Procurement in response to the need to ensure sustainable
procurement for future generations with respect to the procurement
of products made using natural resources.
More

Promotion of Ethical Consumption
We will create business models that contribute to the creation of a
sustainable society through the supply of products friendly to
people, society, and the global environment, along with promoting
ethical consumption, about which recently awareness has been
increasing.
More
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Material Issues 5

Building an Ethical Society and Improving Resource Sustainability Together with

Customers and Business Partners
Strengthening the Business Partner Action Guidelines
Seven & i Holdings is strengthening implementation of the Business Partner Action Guidelines to provide customers with safe, reliable products and
fulﬁll our societal responsibilities in cooperation with our suppliers on matters such as human rights, labor issues and the environment.

Ensure Implementation of Business Partner Action Guidelines
Seven & i Holdings has formulated the Seven & i Holdings Business Partner Action Guidelines (the "Guidelines") and requires all business partners to
understand and complyobserve them. These guidelines are designed to not only guarantee the safety and quality of products and services, but also
consideration for promote legal compliance, environmental conservation and labor conditions throughout the supply chain so that we can fulﬁl our
corporate social responsibility together with our business partners. The Guideline is communicated to business partners of Group companies through
various meetings.

Seven & i Holdings Business Partner Action Guidelines (Excerpt)
1. Legal Compliance
2. Respect for Human Rights and Dignity
3. Human Resources and Workplace Environment
4. Environmental Management
5. Relationship with Society and Local Communities
6. Information Management
7. Products Safety Assurance
8. Fair Business Practices
9. Monitoring

At a brieﬁng on the Business Partner Action Guidelines for business partners

For details about the Seven & i Holdings Business Partner Action Guidelines:

Compliance with the Guideline through the Self Check Sheet
To ensure that business partners understand the Guidelines and to assist with eﬀective CSR initiatives, Seven & i Holdings administers a self‒check
sheet for business partners, explaining all of the speciﬁc requirements of the Guidelines.
In drafting the check sheet, we referred to sources such as the ISO 26000 standard, the Japanese Business Federation's Charter of Corporate
Behavior, and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Business partners asked to submit the check sheet annually include manufacturers of
the Group's universal strategic private‒brand products Seven Premium and Seven‒Eleven original daily manufacturers, as well as distribution centers
and IY's direct import suppliers overseas. We administer these check sheets to ascertain the status of our business partners' CSR activities.
In the check sheets, the respondents answer 61 questions, including whether there are any breaches in compliance, whether a consulting desk is
available to plant workers, whether a business partner requests that its own suppliers comply with the Seven & i Holdings Business Partner Action
Guidelines, and whether the formation of labor unions is permitted. The check sheet also asks business partners to conﬁrm the CSR‒related
certiﬁcations (SA8000, BCSI, SMETA, ICS, ICTI, WRAP, EICC) that its factories have obtained.
Responses to this check sheet are entered into a database, and can be conﬁrmed at any time by all employees in the relevant departments, not just
the buyers directly involved in transactions with a given plant. Buyers determine whether or not to continue doing business with a business partner
based partly on the business partner's level of engagement in CSR, which is shown in the database.
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Self Check Sheet Items (Excerpt)
1. Legal Compliance
2. Respect for Human Rights and Dignity
3. Human Resources and Workplace Environment
4. Environmental Management
5. Relationship with Society and Local Communities
6. Information Management
7. Products Safety Assurance
8. Fair Business Practices
9. Monitoring
(Questions about whether a business partner has prepared documentation and implementation records that prove compliance with the Guideline.)
The Flow of Business Partner Action Guidelines: Seven Premium as an example

Conducting Business Partners' CSR Audits
Since the ﬁscal year ended February 28, 2013, Seven & i Holdings has conducted CSR audits to determine the status of compliance with the
Guidelines at a selection of factories of the business partners we have asked to submit check sheets. The CSR audits are performed annually, mainly
targeting factories of business partners producing private‒brand products in developing countries.
The CSR audit is performed by an external third‒party auditing organization based on our independently established CSR audit program (about 114
items in 16 categories.) The CSR audit items are based on the content of ISO 26000, and the audit examines whether a factory complies with the
principles laid out in the Business Partner Action Guidelines in the following 16 categories. These categories are aligned with the international labor
standards established by the International Labour Organization (ILO).

CSR Audit Category (16 Categories)
1. Implementation of Management System and Rules
Organizations must implement and maintain a system in compliance with all items of the Business Partner Action Guidelines of Seven & i
Holdings.
To the extent feasible, organizations should expand the Guidelines to their own supply chains.
Organizations must monitor and comply with the relevant laws and regulations, as well as international treaties and so forth.
2. Forced Labor
There must be no forced, bonded or coerced prison labor.
Employers must not force workers to make a ﬁnancial deposit or submit their identiﬁcation documents. After giving adequate notice, workers
may resign freely as they wish.
National and regional laws pertaining to forced labor are recognized.
3. Freedom of Association
Workers have the right to establish or join labor unions of their own choosing without being subject to discrimination, and hold the right to
collective bargaining.
Local laws and workers' rights concerning freedom of association are recognized.
4. Health and Safety
Safety protection measures must be applied to equipment and machinery and preventive maintenance must be undertaken.
Chemicals must be handled and stored appropriately.
All necessary protective equipment must be purchased and regularly replaced.
5. Child Labor and Young Underage Workers
Children must not be put to work.
Children and young workers under the age of 18 must not be put to work at night, or in a hazardous environment. This work includes tasks
using chemical substances, work near such substances, or work where there is hazardous machinery, heavy labor, or excessive noise. Night
shifts and work for long hours are also included.
6. Wages
Overtime allowances must be paid at the required statutory ratio.
All allowances and beneﬁts must be provided to workers as required by law.
7. Working Time
Workers must not be habitually required to work over 48 hours per week. On average, workers must be given a rest period of one day every
7 days. Overtime must be voluntary and must not exceed 12 hours per week. Overtime must not be habitually requested and additional fees
must always be paid.
8. Discrimination
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8. Discrimination
Discrimination in the course of recruitment, remuneration, provision of training, pay raises, dismissal and retirement is prohibited with respect
to race, class, nationality, religion, age, disability, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, union membership, or political party aﬃliation.
9. Regular Employment
To the extent possible, operations must be executed on the basis of generally accepted employment relationships based on national laws and
regulations.
10. Subcontracting Agreements, Domestic Industry, Outsourced Processing
Subcontracting is not permitted without the prior consent of customers.
11. Disciplinary Action
Physical abuse or punishment, threats of physical abuse, sexual or other forms of harassment, or verbal abuse or threats, must be prohibited.
Disciplinary methods must be fair and eﬀective and must not be arbitrary.
Employers must show respect for the mental, emotional and physical health of workers in connection with the necessary disciplinary action.
12. Environment
Organizations must pursue continuous improvement in their environmental performance and, at the very least, comply with local
requirements and international laws and regulations.
Chemical substances prohibited by international treaties, or laws and regulations, must not be used.
13. Fair Business Practices
Laws and regulations related to fair business practices must be understood and complied with.
14. Ensuring Product Safety
Products delivered to each Seven & i operating company must comply with the quality standards requested by each relevant operating
company and comply with relevant legal standards established in Japan.
15. Security Management
Security systems must be in place to ensure protection from access with malicious intent.
16. Interests of Local Communities
Relationships with anti‒social forces must be severed.
Factories are given prior notice before being visited for audits, and compliance with CSR audit items is conﬁrmed through interviews with managers
and workers. If the audit ﬁnds items that do not comply with the audit program (unacceptable items), the external audit organization provides
guidance to the business partner concerned. The business partners must submit a corrective action plan (CAP) to the auditing organization within 10
days of the audit being completed, and must take immediate action to improve the items. After receiving a report on the completion of improvements
for the relevant items, the completion of improvements is conﬁrmed based on the submission of photos showing the improvements, guarantee
documents and other materials. However, in cases that exceed certain standards, such as when numerous serious unacceptable items are found, the
resolution of issues is conﬁrmed by performing a re‒audit, in which conditions are veriﬁed by revisiting the factory.
When the unacceptable items are remedied or the auditing organization and Seven & i Holdings judge that the content of the CAP to be satisfactory,
a Certiﬁcate is issued to the relevant business partner.

Compliance certiﬁcate

Audit Results for the Fiscal Year Ended February 29, 2016
In the ﬁscal year ended February 29, 2016, CSR audits were conducted at 322 factories in 11 countries, including China, Vietnam, Thailand,
Indonesia, Cambodia and Myanmar. The average compliance rate across all audited factories was 90%, with re‒audits at 31 factories. The majority of
items for improvement were due to insuﬃcient recognition or misinterpretation of items required under local laws and regulations, and mainly
involved labor environment, safety and hygiene, and approvals and authorizations. After their audits, each factory provided a CAP that included
photos showing the improvements, guarantee documents, and a re‒audit, enabling us to conﬁrm that improvements were successfully made.

Examples of Cases Requiring Re‒audits in the Fiscal Year Ended February 29, 2016
(All problem items have now been remedied)
Non‒notiﬁcation of long work hours or hours in excess of legal limits
Incorrect handling and storage of hazardous chemicals
Operation and driving of machinery without a license
Non‒performance of environmental assessment
Use of an unlicensed waste disposal contractor
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Use of an unlicensed waste disposal contractor
Number of factories for audit
FY2013

Number audited
374

Re‒audit rate

Number of re‒audits

17

5.9%

FY2014

29

20.7%

6

FY2015

256

11.3%

29

9.6%

31

FY2016

322

322

FY2017 target

281

281

1

Employee Education and Incentives
Buyers and all other employees involved in procurement‒related duties receive training on the Seven & i Holdings Corporate Action Guidelines. They
are also educated about the Company's CSR audit requirements to enable them to consider product manufacturing sites in terms of environmental,
social, and governance aspects.
The evaluation standard used for all buyers in the quarterly personnel evaluation review includes questions not only about product quality, but also
about the manufacturing site audit results. In this way, the level of CSR performance at the business partners covered by each buyer is reﬂected in
the buyer's compensation.
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Material Issues 5

Building an Ethical Society and Improving Resource Sustainability Together with

Customers and Business Partners
Sustainable Forest Conservation Activities
Seven & i Holdings conducts the Seven & i Forest project to contribute to the prevention of global warming and conservation of biological diversity.

"Seven Forest" forest conservation project
Working mainly with the Seven‒Eleven Foundation*, Seven & i Holdings conducts forest management activities at 15 locations across Japan to help
prevent global warming and contribute to the maintenance and conservation of biodiversity.
Japan has many planted forests that have been neglected without being managed properly, and they are not adequately fulﬁlling their forest
functions such as the absorption of CO2. Under the "Seven Forest" project, we aim to create healthy forests by conducting not only tree‒planting, but
also systematic undergrowth clearing, thinning and other operations in collaboration with forest managers such as forestry cooperatives. In addition,
Group employees and franchisees of SEJ also conduct volunteer activities to help maintain the forest. The forest is also used to enhance the
environmental awareness of employees. During the ﬁscal year ended February 29, 2016, a total of 1,629 volunteers participated in 21 maintenance
activities.
Another forestry issue in Japan is the need to encourage greater use of wood materials collected from thinning activities. Wood material collected
from these activities in the Nagano area is used within the Group for store materials and oﬃce supplies, as well as commercialization to promote use
of national resources.

Overview of "Seven Forest" Forest Conservation Project

Seven Forest

For details about "Seven Forest" (Japanese only)

Seven‒Eleven Foundation
The Seven‒Eleven Foundation was established in 1993 for Seven‒Eleven stores and Head Oﬃce to work together as one on environmentally themed
CSR activities. Using money collected from in‒store donation boxes and donations from Head Oﬃce, the foundation assists civic environmental groups
that are active in various regions across Japan, in conjunction with addressing the themes of support for environmental citizenship activities,
protection and conservation of the natural environment, disaster reconstruction assistance and public relations. In the ﬁscal year ended February 29,
2016, in‒store donations totaled around \430 million and around \170 million was used to give grants to 264 environmental citizenship grant
projects (including ongoing projects.)
Seven‒Eleven Foundation website (Japanese only):
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Building an Ethical Society and Improving Resource Sustainability Together with

Customers and Business Partners
Sustainable Procurement of Raw Materials
Sustainable procurement across future generations is essential to the procurement of natural capital products. Accordingly, at the request of various
stakeholders, Seven & i Holdings has been implementing a Basic Policy on Sustainable Procurement.

Sale of International Aquaculture Certiﬁcation (ASC Certiﬁcation) Products
Ito‒Yokado has joined a project advanced by the Tokura Oﬃce of Miyagi Prefecture to restore and achieve a sustainable marine industry in terms of
economic and other aspects in tandem with protecting the bountiful marine environment. The project has been underway since the Great East Japan
Earthquake struck in March 2011. As part of the project, in October 2016 Ito‒Yokado commenced the sale for the ﬁrst time in Japan of farmed
oysters that have obtained Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) certiﬁcation, an international certiﬁcation system for environmentally and socially
responsible aquaculture businesses. The farmed oysters were grown a local ﬁshery cooperative.

Handling of Alaska Seafood
Seven & i Holdings sells Alaska Seafood products, which are sourced through environmentally friendly sustainable ﬁshing practices. In Alaska, the
source region of the Alaska Seafood brand of natural marine products, Alaska Seafood carries out sustainable ﬁshing by strictly managing resources
and ﬁsheries to ensure that the ecosystem that nurtures these natural marine resources is not impaired. The Group's shared private brand Seven
Premium Benizake No Shioyaki (salt‒grilled sockeye salmon) is prepared from wild‒caught Alaskan sockeye salmon. Going forward, Seven & i
Holdings will consider expanding the range of Alaska Seafood items handled by Group companies.

Seven Premium Benizake No Shioyaki
* The main ﬁsheries of Alaska are certiﬁed ﬁsheries of the Alaska Responsible Fisheries Management Certiﬁcation Program, the world's ﬁrst program to be recognized by the Global
Sustainable Seafood Initiative (GSSI) through an evaluation based on certain standards.

Alaska Seafood website

Procurement of Organic Products
In response to rising consumer interest in product safety and reliability in recent years, Seven & i Holdings started selling 100% Organic Cotton
Innerwear products for women under the Seven Premium private brand in December 2015. These products are sold at around 200 Ito‒Yokado (IY)
and York Benimaru (YB) stores throughout Japan and the Group's integrated portal website, omni 7. The cotton used as raw materials in these
products are only organic cotton that meets Organic Content Standards (OCS). Apart from these products, Seven & i Group companies also sell items
such as organic cotton towels and apparel, as well as organic coﬀee and loose leaf tea.
* Organic Content Standards (OCS) is an organic certiﬁcation body that evaluates and veriﬁes organic material content claims on products based on the OE Blended Standard
established by the Organic Exchange, a U.S.‒based non‒proﬁt business organization.
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Seven Premium 100% Organic Cotton Innerwear

Handling of Low‒Agrichemical Products
IY and YB sell private brand products that use fewer agrichemicals than the statutory limits. Examples include the "Fresh Vegetables with
Traceability" and "Fresh Fruits with Traceability" private brand products sold at IY. Although these products are not completely organic, they are
grown with fewer agrichemicals, and assure traceability of the growing region and growing history. Sales of these products in the ﬁscal year ended
February 29, 2016 were approximately \12.9 billion.
The methods and frequency of use of agricultural chemicals vary by region and crop. The "Fresh Vegetables with Traceability" category and certain
other products comprise foods grown with the goal of applying agrichemicals with half or lower of the usual frequency of each growing area (the
average number of applications for each crop stipulated by local government organizations and other public bodies).
In addition, at our "Seven Farms," which are engaged in agriculture operations, and under our "Fresh Vegetables with Traceability" and "Fresh Fruits
with Traceability" brands, we aim to ensure safe agriculture produce, correct farm management, and so forth, and have acquired Japan Good
Agriculture Practice (JGAP) certiﬁcation. JGAP is an agricultural production management method recommended by the Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries of Japan. It provides a set of standards to be followed in daily farm management to increase food safety and ensure
environmental conservation. Since JGAP includes standards relating to "food safety" and "environmentally sustainable agriculture," these products
use the minimum necessary level of agricultural chemicals.

"Fresh Vegetables with Traceability"

Five Promises of "Fresh Vegetables with Traceability" and "Fresh Fruits with Traceability"
1. Only stock domestically grown agricultural products.
2. Producers who properly grow vegetables on suitable land are carefully selected from all over Japan.
3. Products are delivered to customers under the name of each individual producer.
4. Discerning techniques and personalities are introduced on the website and on sales ﬂoors.
5. Agrichemical reduction targets are set and continuous checks are performed.

JGAP Guidelines
Food Safety
Management of soil, water and propagation materials
Fertilizer management
Plant protection product management
Hygiene management during harvesting and transport
Produce handling
Environmentally Sustainable Agriculture
Water conservation
Soil conservation
Consideration for surrounding lands
Waste management, reduction and recycling
Energy eﬃciency
Environmental awareness and biodiversity
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Customers and Business Partners
Promotion of Ethical Consumption
Seven & i Holdings will create a business model that contributes to the development of a sustainable society through the provision of products that
are considerate of people, society, and the global environment. We will also promote "ethical consumption," which has come to the fore in recent
years.

Use of Forest Thinning Material
Seven & i Holdings sells environmentally friendly Seven Premium private brand products with packaging that incorporates forest thinning material
from the Nagano Seven Forest at approximately 18,000 Group stores such as Seven‒Eleven stores. We are now promoting the use of this material
beyond beverages and cup soup oﬀerings as an initiative to promote forest development and prevent global warming. Forest thinning material is also
used in paper containers for SEVEN CAFÉ products, which are sold primarily at Seven‒Eleven stores throughout Japan. For each of these products,
the packaging contains a printed message indicating the use of forest thinning material.

Products that use forest thinning materials

Sales of Rice Cultivated while Protecting the Environment and Biodiversity
IY sells a rice series that not only uses fewer agrichemicals and chemical fertilizers, but also encourages "biodiversiﬁed farming," in which rice ﬁelds
also service as wildlife habitats. Part of the sales are donated for environmental improvements; in the ﬁscal year ended February 29, 2016, sales of
Koshihikari Rice Nurturing White Storks provided approximately \100,000 for nurturing oriental white storks, while sales of Sado, Niigata Prefecture‒
Produced Koshihikari Rice Certiﬁed by the Creating Villages Coexisting with Crested Ibis Program provided approximately \200,000 to the Fund for
the Improved Habitat for the Japanese Crested Ibis.

Rice cultivated while protecting the environment and biodiversity

Green Wrapping
Sogo & Seibu is promoting the use of "green wrapping," for customers when they order gifts. This involves the purchase of a wrapping ribbon with a
leaf‒shaped mascot for an additional price of \100, of which \50 is donated to tree planting and growing activities. In this way, the giver can also
provide the recipient a chance to think about the environment. One tree is planted for every 80 ribbons sold. In addition, customers purchasing
ochuugen and oseibo (summer and winter) gifts who agree to simple packaging also contribute to tree planting, with one tree planted for every
4,000 gifts that use the simple packaging option. (Between 2009 and August 31, 2016, 9,775 trees were planted).
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Green Wrapping

Employees carefully plant seedlings provided by the kindness of customers

Animal Testing and Welfare
Seven & i Holdings sells the Botanical Force series of skin care products jointly developed with FANCL CORPORATION under the Seven Lifestyle
private brand of cosmetics at Seven‒Eleven, Sogo & Seibu (certain stores), and other outlets. These products have been developed without any use
of animal testing—their safety has been conﬁrmed by collecting information from raw material manufacturers and other documents, and through
safety checks made using cultured cells and human volunteers.

Botanical Force series

Ethical Fashion Event Held
Sogo & Seibu held the ethical fashion item event, "WHAT'S ETHICAL‒Let's Embrace Ethical Fashion!" event at the Sogo Yokohama store in May 2015.
Each product featured a display providing a clear explanation of its ethical nature, while talk shows and workshops were also held for participating
customers to promote interest in ethical products in a fun setting.

A collection of ethical fashion items on display
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